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Woldgate's entrepreneurs
achieve global success
Read all about Team Hubble on page 3
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Headteacher’s Welcome

his week has been all about creating a stage for true talent to
shine. Our Teaching event provided a showcase for colleagues to
share their ideas. The nomination of a colleague as an ‘Inspirational
Teacher’ recognises their great work. Sixth Formers winning a global
entrepreneurial competition, due to their creativity and business sense is
recognition not only of the talents of our students but also a great teacher,
Miss Russell. The 60th Musical Anniversary Concert provides a platform
M r J B ritton
H
for our talented pupils, students and once again the colleagues who have
worked very long days to provide and created such a fabulous opportunity.
It is, therefore, a week in which we should take great pride in the accomplishments of
pupils, colleagues and our community.
eadteacher

On Thursday, we welcomed teachers from Woldgate School and partner schools across
the region to attend workshops and to share outstanding practice, resources and ideas
that colleagues can use in their classroom in their own primary and secondary schools.
Events such as these really do inspire; to see colleagues leading sessions and sharing
their love of teaching, is so very impressive and with a wealth of ideas, you leave wanting
to implement the ideas in your own classroom.
Teaching is a great profession, a vocation and one where a dialogue focuses on the
practicalities of how to make your classroom an exciting place to learn. It is so important
for colleagues to learn new ideas and approaches as they continually refresh their own
practice, but also for those presenting, to have an opportunity to share an idea that has
proven a success and has the potential to help someone else.
We are also celebrating the shortlisting of Mrs Parker who has been nominated for the
Golden Apples Award, in the category of Inspirational Teacher. I would, therefore, like to
congratulate Mrs Parker and the Mathematics team, who should be so very proud that
one of their colleagues has been nominated for this Award. I would also like to thank
Mrs Fox-Nicholls who took the time to nominate her colleague.
I would also like to congratulate Faith Dawson, Lily Edwards, Freya Borrie and Will Dixon
who were declared winners of the Time2Resources Global Entrepreneurship Challenge
in York this week. Competing against York schools our students, with their fabulous idea
and business strategy, convinced the judges of the merit of their business and I now
understand the product will be manufactured as their reward. For budding entrepreneurs
the competition has not only provided a platform for them to let their talents shine, but
also to pursue a dream of seeing their ideas become a reality. Well done all.

Headteacher’s
Award
Year 8
Penny Garside
Ella Bartram
Skye Harrison
Alfie Robinson

Year 9
Sol Maynard
Erin -Mae Fentum
Libby Skelding

Year 10
Joe Slater
Abi Rennison

Year 11
Holly Wise
Georgina Legge

Finally, just a reminder that our 60th Musical Anniversary Concert is on for three evenings this year. It really is a
fabulous opportunity to listen to the marvellous musicals that have been performed over the many years at Woldgate.
I do believe, therefore, that you will be assured of a great evening but also an opportunity to support our
wonderful pupils, Sixth Form students and colleagues who have invested so much of their time and energy
to ensure the production provides an opportunity for our children to shine.

‘Everything you do should be worthy,
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Huge congratulations to Faith Dawson, Lily Edwards, Freya
Borrie and Will Dixon who were declared winners of the
Time2Resources Global Entrepreneurship Challenge in York!
In recognition of Global Enterprise Week, Time2Resources arranged a York Chocolate Challenge in association with
Sophie Jewett, owner and entrepreneur of The Cocoa Works in York. Schools from the York area were invited to bring a
team of four Business students to the event. In the morning the students were introduced to the process of chocolate
making and spent two hours learning, tasting and even tempering their own chocolate. They were then set a challenge by
Sophie to design a chocolate product for the future and had only two hours to come up with an innovative idea, produce
a presentation and pitch their product.
Faith, Lily, Freya and Will picked the team name, Hubble, using the idea of the telescope not to look into the sky but to look
into the future. As Sophie had conveyed her passion for ethically sourced products and was proud to manufacture her
chocolate using cocoa butter as opposed to palm oil, team Hubble were keen to develop a product that complemented
her vision. They therefore decided that their chocolate product would be moulded into the shapes of some of the most
endangered species in the world. Each species was given a different flavour based on their characteristics for example;
The Orangutan had an orange twist which contrasted with the salted caramel of the Blue Whale, whilst their Sumatran
Tiger was striped in milk and white chocolate. They also decided to produce a range of products, the most basic was
simply called Survival which was for species under threat but not endangered, Extreme Survival was for species currently
listed as endangered whilst their Ultimate Survival was for critically endangered species. Packaging was designed to
represent nature and by choosing to use cocoa bean husks, currently a by- product of the chocolate manufacturing
process, they kept costs low whilst maximising their ethical message.
Pricing reflected the severity of risk to the species and the quality of the chocolate being used in manufacture. They used
their knowledge from their time in the Cocoa Works factory to viably price their chocolates, with a percentage of the
profits being donated to charities working to help save these animals from extinction.
After a period of intense pitching by all the schools, Sophie had to choose a winner and Team Hubble were literally shell
shocked that after studying A Level Business for just nine weeks, they had beaten off competition from schools such as
Ampleforth, The Mount and All Saints.
In addition to the trophy that Team Hubble received, they will be returning to the Cocoa Works in the New Year, to work
with Sophie to produce their products, which she intends to market and sell from her shop at the Cocoa Works, York.
Before the winners were announced all teams had to write a quote about their day, Team Hubble wrote: "It was a pleasure
to be able to work with Sophie and to see how a real chocolate manufacturing business actually works".
Great work Team Hubble, we are very proud of you.
Miss K Russell
Head of Business

Congratulations to Marie
Gowthorpe in Year 9
who passed Rockschool
Guitar, Debut grade, with
distinction

of great merit, character and value.’
Friday 23rd November
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LOWER SCHOOL

Mr Sloman Writes:

I
M r L S loman

Head of Lower School

n most jobs and careers, people develop specialist knowledge
and skills in order to perform their role successfully. For example,
doctors clearly require a high degree of knowledge and skill relating
to anatomy and medicine; carpenters require a high degree of skill and
experience in shaping and working with wood. In contrast, our Lower
School pupils spend each day acquiring, developing and mastering new
knowledge and skills across a wide range of different subjects, to help
prepare them for all possible careers, universities and employment.

Every week, I drop into a range of different lessons to see how our Lower School
pupils are getting on with their learning. Within the course of one day, our Lower
School pupils can learn about subjects as varied as volcanos, the Norman conquest
of England, geometry, states of matter and baking! Throughout Years 7, 8 and 9, our
Lower School pupils learn a huge range of different subjects, practice new skills and
develop their understanding of the world they live in. They thrive on the challenges
presented by learning such a rich and varied curriculum, and it is always rewarding to
see our pupils face these challenges with confidence and enthusiasm.
Furthermore, it is fascinating to watch our pupils grow and mature in self-confidence,
understanding and skill over the three years of Lower School. It is also clearly evident
that the understanding, skill and habits they develop and refine in Lower School has
an enormous impact on their progress and achievement in Upper School and Sixth
Form. Each day our Lower School pupils spend in school is therefore a crucial building
block in their future, arming them with essential knowledge and skills to see them
through Upper School, Sixth Form and beyond.

Lower School
Weekly Awards
Great Merit Awards
Year 7: Ellen Farmery
Year 8: Beatrix Stanton
Year 9: Hannah Clark

Great Character Awards
Year 7: Ollie Pearson
Year 8: Luke Atkin
Year 9: Erin-Mae Fentum

Great Value Awards
Year 7: Madison Sleigh
Year 8: Eilidh Smith
Year 9: Sophia Lisboa

Form of the Week Award
Year 7: 7RWA
Year 8: 8ECW
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UPPER SCHOOL

T
M s A L ongstaff

Head of Upper School

his week has seen the continuation of our IAG meetings with
Year 11 pupils and, once again, I am amazed by the diversity
of the careers that our young people are considering in
the future! Naturally, as mock exams in January are rapidly
approaching, many of the conversations also turned to revision,
particularly with the most recent progress reports being issued
to pupils earlier this week. What struck me the most, was the
motivation and enthusiasm to try different revision methods,
including setting history dates to music as a way of remembering

them!

Key Dates
Autumn Term
2018

5th September- 26th October
5th November - 21st December

I get asked several times each year, “why do we have to do mocks?”. For me, the
reason is very simple and I explain that pupils need an opportunity to practise
their revision methods before their actual GCSE exams to make sure they are
working and are effective. Putting together a revision plan also ensures that our
young people are balancing their time wisely, making sure that they are building
in time to consider their wellbeing and ensuring they also get opportunities to
relax at such a busy time.
Here are some top tips that can help:
•

Look after yourself by eating, drinking and sleeping enough

•

Plan ahead and have your own revision timetable

•

Make your notes user friendly by using headings, highlighters and 		
revision cards

•

Get ideas from teachers and friends with experience of exams

•

Take notes of important points when revising so you are slowly
condensing the information

•

Practise answering past exam questions

•

Create subject support groups with your friends

•

Speak to staff in school if you are becoming overwhelmed!

Friday 23rd November
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Spring Term 2019
7th January - 14th February
25th February - 5th April

Summer Term
2019
23rd April - 24th May
4th June - 19th July

Staff Training
Days
3rd September 2018
4th September 2018
15th February 2019
22nd July 2019
23rd July 2019
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A week in the life of.....
The Drama Department
We recently had the pleasure of spending a week looking at the
work of the Drama Department.
What emerged during the review process was the sheer enthusiasm
staff and pupils have for the subject. Lessons were bursting with
creativity and energy and so were very enjoyable to observe. Pupils
were always focused and worked well within groups, showing that
drama builds not only confidence but also those crucial social skills
that can be used in other areas of life.
Key Stage 3 and 4 lessons seen focused on developing practical drama skills. One Sixth Form lesson observed delved
deeply into the layers of meaning in an examination text.
During performances pupils were developing practical skills but also learning how to be a good audience, paying close
attention to what they saw and then offering perceptive feedback to make the work even better.
The drama team also offer a wealth of extra-curricular opportunities for pupils and students with theatre trips,
productions and support sessions on offer.
What I learnt from the review week is that in many ways, the work of the Drama Department exemplifies all that is best
about the ethos here at Woldgate School.

The Science Department
We recently had the pleasure of spending a week looking at
the work of the Science Department.
What was obvious during the review process was the
complexity and range of topics the department have to
cover to meet the demands of the new examinations. It is a
testament to the commitment and hard work of our staff and
pupils that they manage this workload so well.
The department is very well led by Mr Jones who is not only an excellent teacher but also manages to provide a clarity of
purpose that ensures the science team know exactly what their priorities are.
Lessons observed in all three key stages were interactive, challenging and well planned with close links to the demands of
the examinations. Regular assessments accurately track pupil progress.
Another impressive feature of the department’s work was the support available to pupils and students needing extra help
outside of lessons with staff always willing to give freely of their time.
Mr A Crisp
Head of Standards & Action Research
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SIXTH FORM COLLEGE

Mrs Lawson Writes:

I

t has been a fantastic week in the Sixth Form as many students complete their UCAS applications
and begin to receive offers from universities. Year 12 students are now well-settled into routines and
have transitioned to Sixth Form life brilliantly. I am very much looking forward to welcoming Year 11
students to be a part of the Sixth Form next Thursday 29th November for our Sixth Form Taster Day,
when students will be able to participate in a range of subject taster sessions and activities.

M rs K L awson

Driver Safety

Head of S ixth Form

As the cold weather sets in and the mornings and evenings get darker, it is very important to us that
students are travelling safely to and from school. For students who use their own transportation to travel to Sixth
Form, we would recommend leaving extra time for their journey and making sure they are well-prepared for driving
on potentially icy roads. Where possible we advise students to avoid the back roads even if this lengthens their
journey slightly, or consider taking the school bus.
Charity Week
Our Sixth Form students did a fantastic job of organising Charity Week, with a total of £1000 raised for their chosen
charities, St Leonard’s Hospice and York Against Cancer. We are very proud of all the students who contributed to
the organising and running of Charity Week in order to raise money for these fantastic causes.

Attendance, Achievement &
Care Co-Ordinators

Friday 23rd November

Mr S Butcher

Mrs C Wright

Mrs R Bourne

Mrs K Milne

Lower School

Upper School

Sixth Form

Attendance

07790 351283

07790 351281

07790 351276

07980 702715
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ust inside my office is a mirror with the words: look at the person who is responsible for your
behaviour around it. Taking responsibility is a key part of growing up and, as part of our ethos
we encourage pupils to be responsible and to take responsibility for their learning, their actions
and their furtures.

M rs S G eary

Head of Inclusion

•
•
•
•
•

Responsibility was the theme of Mr Crisp’s assembly this week, too. He introduced us to two of his
heroes before highlighting the times in his own life when he has had to “Step up to the mark” and take
responsibility. He defined responsibility as:

Taking ownership
Being honest with yourself
Facing up to what needs to be done
Sometimes, making sacrifices
Doing what’s right and not always what’s easy

One hero is Steve Cooper, perhaps not known to many, but someone who has had a huge impact on the lives of
the most vulnerable children. He visited Romania after the fall of Nicolai Ceausescu where there were rumours of
appalling conditions for children, especially those with Special Needs. When he visited one orphanage, Steve was so
shocked by what he saw he changed the direction of his whole life and started the charity Cry in the Dark. Twenty
years later and the charity is still doing amazing things every day; providing hope for those who had none. Steve’s
commitment to taking responsibility, facing up to what needed to be done and making sacrifices has had a huge
impact; one that Mr Crisp and former pupils experienced first-hand on their visits.
We might not have opportunities to make such radical differences, but facing up to responsibilities such as taking
ownership and doing the right thing as Mr Crisp did, completing the London Marathon so that he did not let others
down, brings its own rewards and sense of achievement.
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So, next time you pass a mirror look into it and remember who it is who is responsible for your actions.

A family of schools
with shared values

Woldgate School and Sixth Form College, an Academy, is part of the Wolds Learning Partnership, a charitable company limited by guarantee,
registered in England and Wales with Company Number: 10518602. Registered Office: 92 Kilnwick Road Pocklington, York YO42 2LL.

